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POE AND THE ART OF SUGGESTION*
£
RICHARD WILBUR
CUMMINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS
Poe well understood that people of a strongly prosaic turn of mind
 
are often drawn to mystic or imaginative literature, which they
 
read  
with a fascinated
 
resistance. The initially skeptical narrator of “MS.  
Found in a Bottle” has long enjoyed the German moralists, “not,” he
 says, “from any ill-advised admiration of their eloquent madness, but
 from the ease with which my habits of rigid thought enabled me to
 detect their falsities.” And the hero of “ Berenice,” once his visionary
 disposition has been destroyed by disease, is attracted to St. Augus
­tine’s City of God because of what he calls its “imaginative and
 inconsequential nature.” Some scholars seem to approach Poe himself
 in a similar spirit of charmed mistrust, confining their often valuable
 studies to matters of fact, or apparent fact, while resisting Poe’s
 repeated advice that imaginative writing be searched for undercur
­rents of
 
meaning.
One recent resister of Poe is Julian Symons, whose book The
 Tell-Tale Heart asserts, among other things, that while “William
 Wilson” is “absolutely clear” as symbolic fiction, Poe’s work in gen
­eral is intrinsically vague and incapable of interpretation. Though I
 hesitate to agree with Mr. Symons about anything, I think him correct
 in saying that “Wilson” is one of the few fictions in Poe which have the
 suggestive clarity of a Hawthorne story. We must be grateful that we
 have, in “Wilson,” a common ground on which all readers of Poe may
 meet—a story which plainly concerns the gradual division of a once
 harmonious soul into warring faculties; which embodies the conflict
 between the degraded will and the moral sense in the persons of
 Wilson and his double; which involves not only earth but Heaven and
 Hell; and which ends in spiritual death. Where I differ with Mr.
 Symons is in his inclination to dismiss as insoluble anything less
 perspicuous than “William Wilson.” “Wilson” may be atypical in its
 clarity, but it is typical of Poe in its concerns, in its images and
 locutions, in
 
its first-person narration, and in its symbolic or allegori ­
cal method. The thing to do, I think, is to push off from “Wilson” into
 the mare tenebrarum of the other works—seeing, for example,
*A talk delivered to the Poe Studies Association at the MLA convention,
 
December 1981.
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whether the high and low voices of the two Wilsons may
 
help one to  
understand the variable registers of Roderick Usher, or of Dupin, or
 whether it is significant that the mummer who represents the Red
 Death moves with a step “solemn and measured,” like Dr. Bransby in
 “William Wilson” or the figure of Conscience in Politian. Because
 Poe’s
 
machinery of suggestion can be submerged and sly, such a quest  
must involve
 
confusion and  error, but at least it will have the virtue of  
responding to what is there.
We all know how slow a work of Poe’s may be to release its
 
meaning.
 
I have been reading “Israfel,” on and off, for most of my life,  
and I have always regarded it as a simple, flawed, and occasionally
 felicitous piece in which an earthly poet,
 
while not apologizing for his  
own limited efforts, applauds the superior lyric powers of an angel. I
 still read the poem in the same general way, but not long ago I was
 made suddenly aware that
 
the poem is subtler and more argumenta ­
tive than I had
 
thought, and that it may  be taken, from beginning to  
end, as
 
a treatise on the place of passion in poetry. Poe’s poetic theory,  
which reached its full development in “The Poetic Principle,” distin
­guishes as we know three primary divisions of the “world of mind”:
 the intellect, which pursues truth; taste, which has for its object
 beauty; and the moral sense, which concerns itself with duty. Poetry
 being a wild effort to capture supernal beauty, it is the province of
 taste alone. The intellect, and the moral sense with its mundane
 didacticism,
 
are inimical to poetry, and  are admissible in a poem only  
if utterly subjected
 
to the purposes of taste. Since poetry aims at “an  
elevating
 
excitement  of the soul,” a spiritual or Uranian kind of love  
may be the truest of poetic themes; but as for passion, which is “an
 intoxication of the
 
heart,” Poe agrees  with Coleridge that it degrades  
the soul and is discordant with poetry.
And yet, in “Israfel”, we meet an angel whose very instrument is
 
the
 
heart, and whose song is all fire, fervor,  and “burning measures.”  
He causes the stars to be giddy, the enamored moon to totter and
 blush,
 
the lightning to be red, and all of his celestial hearers to be mute  
with rapture. Why is Israfel’s song not a degrading performance? We
 know that it cannot 
be,
 since the stars suspend their hymns to God in  
order to hear it. Most of the answers, however, are given by condensed
 and muffled implication in the fourth stanza:
But the 
skies
 that angel trod,
Where deep thoughts are a duty—
 Where Love’s a grown-up God—
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. Where the Houri glances are
 
Imbued with all the beauty
 Which we worship in a star.
Israfel’s condition in heaven is here described in terms of the triad of
 
faculties which I have just mentioned. Deep thoughts have to do with
 the intellect, duty pertains to the moral sense, and beauty to the
 aesthetic sense, or taste. An angelic soul, it seems, has the same
 constituents as a human soul, but the difference
 
is that Israfel is an  
inhabitant of the skies. Throughout his early work, from “Al Aaraaf”
 onward, Poe argues that intellectual knowledge is not fit for man in
 the earthly condition of his soul, and that it wars with that sense of
 beauty which is our sole means of approaching the divine; but for the
 angel Israfel, who dwells “in the high Heaven of pure knowledge,”
 there
 
is no conflict between intellect and taste, and these faculties are  
in turn perfectly attuned to the moral
 
sense.  Israfel has an intact and  
harmonious soul, as the poet of Earth does not.
Often, when Poe wishes to evoke supernal beauty, he will do so by
 
combining erotic words or images with inhibitory ideas. When
 Nesace, the spirit of Beauty, arrives at her palace in the second part of
 “Al Aaraaf,” 
we
 are given this picture: “From the wild energy of  
wanton haste/ Her cheeks were flushing and her lips apart; / The zone
 that clung about her gentle waist/ Had burst beneath the heaving of
 her heart.” Wantonness, flushing, parted lips and a burst zone are all
 very libidinous,
 
but these effects are countered by the fact that she is a  
heavenly spirit whom we have just seen praying to 
God,
 and that she  
is here frozen into immobility like a statue—a statue perhaps by
 Canova, that sculptor whom Mario Praz once aptly dubbed “The
 Erotic Refrigerator.” The same effect of chastened passion is achieved
 in two words in the poem “Evening Star,” where Poe extols the “dis
­tant fire” of Venus. The dark-eyed Houri glances in “Israfel” may for a
 moment suggest mere voluptuousness, but
 
then we are told that they  
are “Imbued with all the beauty/
 
Which we worship  in a star”—that  
they are objects of distanced and spiritual devotion. Having chas
­tened his
 
Houris, Poe can then proceed in his following lines to Q.E.D.:  
“Therefore, thou are not wrong,/ Israfeli, who despisest/ An unimpas
­sioned song....” Owing to his psychic wholeness and his heavenly
 environment, Israfel’s song can
 
be both passionate and pure; he can  
handle the erotic; he can intoxicate his heart without risking his
 spiritual balance; whereas the poet of Earth, a divided soul in a
3
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degraded environment, must forever be wary of falling into “The
 
napthalene river of passion accurst.”
The first version of “Israfel” is even more concentrated on the
 
theme of passion
 
in poetry than the later and more familiar one, but  
the second contains a parenthetical addition which once seemed to me
 decorative at best, but now strikes me as thoroughly pertinent. I refer
 to the lines in which we are told how “the red levin/ (With the rapid
 Pleiads even,/ Which were seven,)/ Pauses in Heaven.” The Pleiades
 are rapid because, when they were nymphs on Earth, they were
 pursued by the enamored hunter Orion; translated to Heaven by Zeus,
 they are safe from Orion’s lust, but are still in an attitude of flight from
 him. As for the reduction
 
of their number from seven to  six, one of the  
Pleiades (named Merope) forsook the skies, according to Ovid, because
 of her passion for a mortal. Poe’s evocation of the
 
Pleiades is thus a  
double proof that, in Israfel’s poetic preserve, unruly earthly passion
 is not allowed. The fall of Merope resembles, of course, the fall of
 Angelo and Ian the in “Al Aaraaf,” and means exactly the same thing.
 Let me add, incidentally, that Merope’s fall is a felicitous touch
 because it affords a counter-movement to the upward yearning of the
 speaker of the poem.
Assuming that all these things are in “Israfel,” why did it take me
 
so long to see them? For one thing, Poe is theoretically opposed to
 thinking in poetry, and there
 
are very few of his poems—the sonnet to  
Mrs. Clemm would be one of them—which are forthrightly argumen
­tative in nature. One does not therefore feel encouraged to read
 “Israfel” as an implicit discourse on the facultative and emotional
 basis of poetry in Heaven and Earth. On the contrary, a poem which
 offers the rhymes wrong, song, belong and long within a six-line
 stanza, and gives us levin, even, seven and Heaven in successive lines,
 seems chiefly musical rather than verbal in intention—a melodic
 tribute to the angel’s song. The impression that music has priority is
 strengthened when one notes that, in a present-tense poem, the
 
verb  
tread has been wrenched into the past tense so as to rhyme with God,
 Though there are handsome passages in “Israfel,” some of the lan
­guage seems thoughtless or casual. When Poe seeks to broaden the
 range of Israfel’
s
 passion by speaking of “Thy grief, thy joy, thy hate,  
thy love,” he slips into nonsense; an angel who dwells in “perfect
 bliss” does not sing of grief and hate. To describe the instrumental use
 of
 
heart-strings as “unusual” is bathetic, to say the least. In what I  
take to be the crucial stanza, the expression “deep thoughts” may
4
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sound too banal to be taken seriously, while “duty” and “beauty,”
 
though they intend to say a great
 
deal, may  in so musical a poem  be  
passed over as mere facile rhyming. Finally, although Poe
 
the critic  
contended that “every work of art should contain within itself all that
 is requisite for its own comprehension,” “Israfel” does not, in my
 experience, yield
 
all of its suggested ideas  unless one brings  a general  
familiarity with Poe to bear on it.
Some time ago, at a funeral, I heard a familiar passage
 
from St.  
Paul and had a delayed insight into “Annabel Lee.” I had meant to
 electrify you with the quotation tonight, but in preparing to write this
 paper I found that the passage is already cited in Professor Mabbott’s
 notes to
 
the poem. This gave me mixed feelings of disappointment and  
comfort; as Allen Tate once remarked, in interpreting Poe we often
 fear
 
that we are mad, and it can  be reassuring to  find that one is not  
being wholly original. So far as I know, the implications of the pas
­sage in question have not been explored, and so I shall state them
 briefly. Poe’s poem says that Annabel Lee and her lover are children,
 and are therefore close to heaven and unsullied by the world. Their
 love is “more
 
than love”; it is not merely a strong affection but a kind  
of blessed communion which the very angels might wish to enjoy.
 Thus far, what we have is a restatement, in one of Poe’s last poems, of
 some lines from “Tamerlane”: “Love—as in infancy was mine—/
 ’Twas such as angel minds above/
 
Might envy....” But now Poe turns  
that hyperbole into narrative, and most
 
improbably has the envious  
angels cause the death of Annabel Lee; with whom, nonetheless, the
 lover continues somehow to be in unbroken communion: “And neither
 the angels in Heaven above/ Nor the demons down under the sea/
 Can ever dissever my soul from the soul/ Of the beautiful ANNABEL
 LEE....” One of the lessons in the Episcopal Order for the Burial of the
 Dead is taken from the eighth chapter of St. Paul’
s
 Epistle to the  
Romans. I
 
shall read to you only the words which  are  applicable here:  
“For I am persuaded, that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor
 principalities, nor powers,
 
nor things present, nor things to come, nor  
height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be able to separate us
 from the
 
love of God....” It seems clear to me that St. Paul has embol ­
dened Poe to imagine his angels as seeking to
 
separate love from love  
and man from God, and that Poe’s adaptation of
 
the passage from  
Romans has the inescapable effect of identifying Annabel Lee with
 “the love of God.” Within the burial rite, St. Paul’
s
 words are a promise  
that the dead are safely united with their Maker; but the passage as
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used by Poe asserts that the soul of Annabel’
s
 lover shall never be  
severed from hers, or from the divine love and beauty
 
which her soul  
communicates. Annabel Lee, then, is not only a kinswoman of the
 angels, but a mediatory spirit like Nesace or the Lady Ligeia. Her
 story, in fact, is the
 
Ligeia-story without Rowena. In “Annabel Lee,”  
the angelic mediatrix is physically lost, but never is she lost to her
 lover’s spirit, which nightly communes with her soul
 
and its message  
through the glory
 
of the  moon and the divine beauty and  order of the  
stars.
If I ask why an Episcopalian took so long to find St. Paul in
 
“Annabel Lee,” the answer is
 
once again in good part a matter of tone,  
or music. The poem might be described as the balladic heightened into
 the vatic. It begins with the language and movement of ballad—“It
 was many and many a year ago”—but instead of regular stanzas, a
 consecutive story, a refrain, and the expected variations
 
of rhyme, we  
have a changeable stanza, elaborate and irregular repetitions, and a
 rapt, chanting insistence on such rhymes as sea, Lee, me, and we. The
 poem’s rich sound, exultant anapests, and vatic repetitions assimilate
 everything to one powerful effect, salvaging all banalities about
 moonbeams and dreams, and quite overwhelming the accents of St.
 Paul. For someone of my
 
generation, to think of the use of quotations  
in poetry is to think of T. S. Eliot and his Waste Land. Despite the fact
 that more than ten percent of Eliot’s poem consists of echoes, and
 despite the continual irruption of various dramatic
 
voices, there is at  
all times a recognizable ground voice, which is the voice of the poet. We
 know when Eliot is talking, and when we are hearing the Buddha. But
 the voice of Poe’s poem does not yield the floor to any other, and if after
 many readings one notices a smothered reference to
 
Romans: 8, one  
does not even then feel strongly prompted, as one would in Eliot, to
 ponder the logic of the allusion.
There are similar obstacles, in Poe’s tales, to the taking of his
 
suggested meaning, though this is not true of them all. It seems to me
 that the choice of the name Prospero, in “The Masque of the Red
 Death,” is both brilliant and accessible; Poe’
s
 Prospero resembles  
Shakespeare’s in that he is
 
separated from his dominions, but a more  
important resemblance is that both are capable of summoning up
 imaginary revels. The name Prospero thus readies us to see what the
 tale makes plain, that the Prince’s thousand companions are all
 
crea ­
tures of dream. In writing “The Tell-Tale Heart,” a year after “The
 Masque of the Red Death,” Poe was again thinking of Shakespeare,
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and when a ray of the mad hero’s dark-lantern
 
is directed at the old  
man’s vulture 
eye,
 falling precisely upon “the damned spot,” few  
readers would fail to think of Macbeth,
 
Yet in my experience, this echo  
does not work so promptly as the
 
reference to Prospero, and may not  
even be entertained, by the reader, as
 
a suggestion. I think this occurs  
in part because “The Masque
 
of the Red Death” is told in a deliberate  
authorial voice capable of firm intimations, whereas “The Tell-Tale
 Heart” is the first-person narrative of a terror-prone madman who is
 breathless with the desire to boast of his cleverness, and also to
 confess. His choppy, nervous, repetitive and self-obsessed language is
 in itself superbly suggestive of
 
a state of  mind, but it is not a likely  
fabric in which to detect ponderable literary allusions.
Yet they are present. Hearing a small sound, Poe’s old man
 
springs up in bed and cries “Who’s there?”, which is also the cry of
 Macbeth in Duncan’s bedchamber, hearing a spectral voice. Poe’
s narrator then tells how the old man, “ever since the first slight noise,”
 has been lying awake and saying to himself: “It is nothing but the
 wind in the chimney—it is only a
 
mouse crossing the floor...it is only a  
cricket which has made a single chirp.” Macbeth, descending from
 Duncan’s chamber, asks: “Didst thou not hear a noise?”, and his wife
 replies: “I heard the owl scream and the cricket cry.” When Lady
 Macbeth says
 
“Out, damned spot,” she is washing her hands of imagi ­
nary blood, and Poe takes up the idea again when he has his narrator
 say, while burying his dismembered victim beneath the
 
floorboards:  
“There was nothing to wash out—no stain of any kind—no blood-spot
 whatever.” The madman’s victim is referred to, throughout the story,
 simply as “the 
old
 man,” and that may put one in mind of Lady  
Macbeth’s saying: “Yet who
 
would have thought the old man to have  
had so much blood in him?” In addition to such echoes faint or strong,
 there are patent resemblances in Poe’s tale to the plot of Macbeth: we
 have the nocturnal murder of an old man in his bedchamber, we have
 a knocking at the gate 
(or
 the street door, if you will), and, as in the  
matter of Banquo’s ghost, we have a killer unhinged by hallucinations
 of his victim. All of this, nevertheless, is very slow to transpire,
 because it is largely screened by the narration and also, I suspect,
 because one may not at once divine its reason for being there.
Why does Poe introduce an undercurrent of Macbeth into his
 
story? I think it is because, in his accounts of psychic division, Poe
 often conceived inner conflicts in terms of regicide, rebellion, or usur
­pation. Tamerlane says: “My passions, from that hapless hour/
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Usurp’d a tyranny...” William Wilson murderously rebels against the
 
“inscrutable tyranny” of his conscience; in “The Haunted Palace,”
 
a  
ruler called “the monarch Thought” is dethroned in a palace revolu
­tion. If we take
 
this indication—and there are many  others—that on  
some level the killer and victim of “The Tell-Tale Heart” are one
 person, that they have one heart and one riven nature, what
 
names  
shall
 
we assign to these portions of a self? The old man’s offending eye 
may be helpful: for one thing, it is a “pale blue eye, with a film over it.”
 We know, from “The Man of the Crowd,” that “when the film from the
 mental vision departs,” a condition of preternatural insight ensues. It
 follows that a filmy eye like the old man’s represents a cramped,
 mundane and unimaginative awareness of things, as opposed to that
 of the narrator, who can hear all things in heaven, earth, and hell.
 That the old man’
s
 eye is like that of a vulture, and that his look makes  
the narrator’s blood run cold, must remind one further of the
 “Sonnet—To Science”; there the scientific spirit, which is likened
 
to  
destroying time, alters all with its peering eyes, preys like a vulture
 upon the poet’
s
 heart, and turns all to “dull realities.”
Given Poe’s insistence, in “The Tell-Tale Heart,” on time and
 heart and vulture eye, I take it for a dead certainty that
 
the  story  is  
consciously recalling the “Sonnet—To Science.” Did Poe expect his
 reader to do the same? I doubt it very much. Even when Poe was
 contemplating unified collections, as in the days of the Folio-Club
 project, I see no evidence that he meant his reader to elucidate one
 poem or story by reference to another. Yet for us, as we struggle to
 understand him, cross-reference
 
is an  indispensable tool, and  that is  
one measure of his difficulty. When the hero of “The Pit and The
 Pendulum”
 
swoons, the voices of his inquisitors merge into a “dreamy  
indeterminate hum” suggestive of “the burr of a mill-wheel.” If we
 apply that to the Simoom of “MS. Found in a Bottle,” which the
 narrator first hears as “a loud humming noise” like that caused by
 
“
the rapid  revolution of a mill-wheel,” we are confirmed in our sense  
that the narrator is swooning, that his mind is embarking on a dream.
 The devil, in “Bon-Bon,” takes off his green spectacles and reveals
 that he has no eyes; his vision, he explains, is of the soul, and includes
 the power to read the thoughts of any creature. In “The Purloined
 Letter” and “The Mystery of Marie Roget,” Dupin too wears green
 spectacles which, whatever their practical uses as camouflage, serve
 also to symbolize the fact that he, like the devil, is a mind-reader and a
 seer. But not all similarities in Poe signify the same thing. To return to
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the “Sonnet—To Science” and “The Tell-Tale Heart,” the poem is
 
strong
 
in  its advocacy of the oppressed and rebellious poet,  and of his  
effort to “seek for beauty in some happier star.” In “The Tell-Tale
 Heart,” however, what 
we
 have is not advocacy of the afflicted imagi ­
nation but a description of its predicament: the story seems to say
 that, if imagination rebels against everyday temporal consciousness
 and earthly attachments, the cost may be a self-destructive madness.
 Let me offer another example of dissimilar similarity. Poe’s Monos
 and Una withdraw from the “infected” and “diseased” world about
 them and “wrap
 
their spirits in dreams”; Prince Prospero, in a story  
written several months later, withdraws into his dreams from a world
 devastated by Pestilence.
 
The situations sound identical, but they are  
not, and the difference is plain from the
 
characters of the dreams in  
question. The mood in which Prospero forsakes the world is described
 by Poe in two brutal sentences: “The external world could take care of
 itself. In the meantime, it was folly to grieve, or to think.” Prince
 Prospero
 
thus fatally fragments  himself: he does  not subordinate his  
intellect to imagination, but attempts to nullify it; and as for the moral
 sense,
 
which might move him to grieve for his abandoned subjects, he  
defies
 
it just as William Wilson did, and with the same suicidal conse ­
quences. The dreams which his “guiding taste” creates, though in
 some respects they resemble happier visions elsewhere in Poe, are far
 from being aspirant and spiritual—they are, in fact,
 
a kind of “freak ­
ing out,” and Poe is at pains to tell us that they partake of the mad, the
 terrible, and the disgusting. Monos and Una, confronted likewise by
 the corruption of our planet and the running-out of earthly time,
 engage not in desperate fantasy but in eager visions of an Earth
 purified by fire and of a regenerate mankind in whom taste and
 intellect shall be reconciled once more. Their very different dreams
 have a different and heavenly issue.
Though Poe did not write one thing to explain another, and
 
though similarities may deceive, certain tales do give us particularly
 clear and trustworthy keys to Poe’s suggestive methods. It is not only
 “William Wilson”
 
which lets us get a foot in the door. In “The Island of  
the Fay,” we are made witnesses to the process
 
by which deepening  
reverie may transform a landscape into a mirror of the psyche—
 changing the
 
water-borne flakes of sycamore bark, for example, into  
the flickering images of the hypnagogic state; this demonstration of
 the interiorizing of nature can make it easier for us to enter and
 navigate the psychic scenery of such a piece as “The Domain of
 
9
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Arnheim.” “The Pit and the Pendulum,” by commencing with a cata
­
ract of apocalyptic echoes from scripture,
 
gives fair warning that it is  
going
 
to be two stories at once—the literal story of a tortured prisoner  
and the symbolic story of a soul in danger of damnation on Judgment
 Day. Therefore the narrative is full of expressions, like “deliverance,”
 “hope,” “despair,” and “eternal night,” which at once belong to a
 description of tormented captivity and by their overtones imply
 another tale in which a terrified spirit awaits God’s final justice or
 mercy. This obvious and brilliant
 
use of resonant words, in “The Pit  
and the Pendulum,” helps one to recognize similar effects elsewhere—
 in “The Fall of the House of Usher,” for example, where such a word as
 “trepidation
”
 not only conveys the fear and trembling and tension  
which pervade Roderick’s domain, but hint also that the very cosmos
 is falling into disorder and will soon collapse toward its original state
 of unity. “Ligeia” is a rich and difficult story, yet for the common
 reader it is a relatively clear introduction to Poe’s use of alchemical
 symbolism. Ligeia’s presence is golden, her absence is leaden, and
 what happens to Rowena is a transmutation. In order to register these
 things, the common reader need know no more of alchemy than he
 could get from Milton’s “Il Penseroso,”
 
whose Goddess Melancholy is  
described in terms of gold and lead, and who, like the Lady Ligeia,
 sponsors the transmutation of earthly experience into spiritual knowl
­edge. If he grasps this aspect of “Ligeia” by way of Milton, as was the
 case with me, the common reader may then be able to sense something
 of the more complex alchemical goings-on in Roderick Usher’s house.
But now I arrive at the necessity of granting that Poe is an odd
 
sort of symbolic writer who often enshrouds his mystic meanings as if
 they were secret doctrine, and who is given to puzzle-making and
 teasing. No amount of “Il Penseroso” will help us to dig up all the
 alchemical treasure of “The Gold Bug”; for that, we must either
 become
 
hermetic adepts or  consult Professor St. Armand’ s authorita ­
tive essay. Often, Poe will challenge or mystify us by cloaking his
 hints in an ancient or foreign language: to be quite certain that the
 comic tales “Loss of Breath” and “Bon-Bon” have serious implica
­tions of an anti-physical or anti-materialist nature, the reader must
 absorb a Latin footnote and a Greek pun. I have already noted else
­where that in “The Murders in the
 
Rue Morgue” Poe uses the French  
phrase au
 
troisième as one indication that Dupin’ s fourth-floor apart ­
ment, and that of the murdered women, are in some ulterior sense the
 same dwelling. Let me
 
mention  another bit of linguistic coyness from  
10
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the same story.
 
As the narrator and Dupin walk home from inspecting  
the scene of the crime, we
 
are given this strange sentence: “I have said  
that the whims of my friend were manifold, and that Je les
 ménageais—for this phrase there is no English equivalent.” That is
 complete bunk, of course; Poe uses the same
 
verb ménager as a past  
participle
 
in “The System of Doctor Tarr and  Professor  Fether,” and  
promptly translates it as “humored.” Here, the supposedly untrans
­latable phrase means simply that the narrator humored Dupin, or fell
 in with his whims. Why should Poe seek to make a mystery of the word
 ménager? My guess is that he
 
wants us to contemplate the word, and  
in the process
 
think of the closely related words ménage  and ménag
erie; that he wants us to realize, with the aid of other promptings, that
 there are three similar ménages in the story—each secluded, each with
 two occupants—and that one of these households, because it contains
 an orangoutang, is also a menagerie. To arrive at those perceptions is
 to be on one’s way perhaps to detecting an occult level of the story at
 which (as I’ve proposed
 
elsewhere) all  the ménages are one, all of the  
occupants are principles of one nature, and the theme is the need to
 recognize and control the beast in oneself. If Poe’s monkey-business
 with the
 
word ménager is meant  to work in the way I have surmised,  
there may be a similar provocation in “The Fall of the House of
 Usher,” when the valet who has answered the door is said to “usher”
 the narrator into the presence of Roderick. Poe is inviting us, I suspect,
 to brood upon “usher” both as
 
word  and as name. It has been noticed  
that the
 
primary meaning of “usher” is “doorkeeper, ” which accords  
with the valet’s function in answering
 
Roderick’s door. The English  
word “usher” derives from ostiarius, which is based upon os, the Latin
 word for mouth, and thus the word “usher” contains
 
an etymological  
identification of door and mouth which is consonant with the architec
­tural symbolism of the story. Another meaning of 
“
usher,” which we  
encounter in “William Wilson,” is “assistant schoolmaster,” and I
 suppose that Roderick might be seen as instructing the half
­comprehending narrator in the mysteries of spiritual regeneration.
 But what
 
most appeals to me—and I find that my notion is  shared by  
Professor Earl Wilcox—is the possibility that the name “Usher” is
 meant to evoke the seventeenth-century
 
Anglican archbishop James  
Ussher, whose chronology of the world, beginning with the creation in
 4004 B.C., was to be found
 
in many Bibles of Poe’s day. Poe was well  
aware of Ussher’s chronology, referring to it in several tales and in his
 preface to the projected
 
Tales of the Folio Club. The action of “The Fall  
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of the House of Usher” is the purification
 
and reintegration of a soul,  
but in the background of the story is a similar development in the
 whole cosmos, a development which becomes explicit when the story’
s final sentence echoes Revelation's prophecy of the fall of Babylon.
 
In  
the light of the story’s apocalyptic close, Poe’s title “The Fall of the
 House of Usher” could mean not only the collapse of Roderick’s house
 but the end of Bishop Us sher’s chronology, the uncreation of the
 world.
None of these hunches about the word (or name) “usher” is capa
­
ble of firm proof,
 
so far as I can  see; but it is certain that Poe provokes  
us to such speculations, and not to attempt a response is not to read
 him fully. Let me now mention one more kind of teasing which we find
 in Poe—his use of absurdity and self-contradiction. In
 
“The Purloined  
Letter,” Dupin calls on the Minister D—, and finds him “at home,
 yawning, lounging, and dawdling, as usual, and pretending to be in
 the
 
last extremity  of ennui. He is”—Dupin goes on—“He is, perhaps,  
the most really energetic human being now alive—but that is only
 when nobody sees him.” What Dupin says is preposterous, of course;
 how should he or anyone else know how
 
the  Minister D— looks and  
behaves when alone? Dupin could possess such knowledge only if he
 were the Minister D—. Well, perhaps he is. In the first half of “The
 Purloined Letter,” Dupin and the Minister seem quite distinct charac
­ters, the only connections between them being that both are poets,
 that both have names beginning with 
D,
 and that Dupin knows  
something of the Minister’s intellectual style and political leanings.
 In the second half of the story, however, the
 
reader is more and  more  
incited to merge his conceptions of Dupin and the Minister, and to
 perceive that they are “doubles.” We are told that the Minister has a
 brother, who like him has literary gifts. Dupin belatedly acknowl
­edges that he knows the Minister well. Both men, we find, are poetic
 geniuses with a consequent built-in mastery of mathematics, and
 Dupin, because of this identity of intellects, can unerringly read the
 Minister’s thoughts. Both men are lynx-eyed, especially when it comes
 to observing letters; both know the trick of replacing one letter with
 another; it turns out that the Minister is “well acquainted” with
 Dupin’s handwriting; it develops that the two men, who are now
 contending over the honor of a queen, have been rivals before, in
 Vienna; and in Dupin’
s
 concluding quotation from Crébillon, the  
reader
 
is invited to liken Dupin and the Minister to the royal brothers  
Atreus and Thyestes, whose bloody feud began with Thyestes’ seduc-
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tion of Atreus’ queen Aerope. This barrage of suggestion forces one to
 
divine a “mystic” dimension of the story in which, as at the
 
close of  
“William Wilson,” the good
 
and evil  sides of one person are in conflict  
over a woman’s honor and what it symbolizes. The absurdity to which
 I called your attention—Dupin’s assertion that he knows what the
 Minister looks like “when nobody sees him”—is not, then, a slip of the
 pen but
 
one brilliant and challenging hint in a narrative full of pokes  
and nudges. 
As James Gargano and I once remarked in conversation, there are
 
a number of other Poe tales
 
in which  initially discrete characters are  
made to converge, and to betray a relationship more intimate than
 was at first described. The narrator of “The Assignation” begins
 
by  
claiming only a
 
“slight acquaintance” with the visionary hero, but in  
the latter part of the story the hero
 
is called “my friend,”  and there is  
considerable evidence that narrator and hero are close indeed. Sim
­ilarly, the narrator of “The Fall of the House of Usher” says in his
 second paragraph that “many years have elapsed
”
 since his last  
meeting with Roderick; but by the eighth paragraph, confronting
 Roderick in his studio, the narrator marvels that his host’s appear
­ance should have changed so greatly “in so brief a period.” These
 absurdities or inconsistencies can be explained, but I shall not try to
 do so now; suffice it to say that they are not mistakes but deliberate
 contradictions, intended (I think) to jar us into an awareness that the
 narrator has passed from one state of consciousness into another.
I have now been out on a limb for quite a while, saying the sort of
 
thing which
 
would madden Mr. Julian Symons, and I think it is time  
for me to climb down and sum up. Drawing on my own wrestlings with
 Poe, I have given a few examples of what may happen if one treats him
 as a readable author whose meanings can sometimes be arrived at.
 I’ve mentioned some, but certainly not all, of Poe’s modes of sugges
­tion, and given examples of how cross-reference can both help and
 mislead
 
the  reader. I’ve tried to describe, in particular cases, some  of  
the
 
ways in which  Poe’s poems and stories can insulate us from their  
content and delay our discovery of things which, once discovered,
 seem obvious. Finally, I have conceded to Poe’s detractors
 
that he is  
the most secretive and difficult of our great symbolic writers. How
 much of him will permanently elude us, how much 
we
 can figure out,  
we can only learn by trying.
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